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ABSTRACT
We present a novel ultrastable superconducting radio-frequency (RF) ion trap realized as a combination of an RF cavity and a linear Paul trap.
Its RF quadrupole mode at 34.52 MHz reaches a quality factor of Q ≈ 2.3 × 105 at a temperature of 4.1 K and is used to radially confine ions
in an ultralow-noise pseudopotential. This concept is expected to strongly suppress motional heating rates and related frequency shifts that
limit the ultimate accuracy achieved in advanced ion traps for frequency metrology. Running with its low-vibration cryogenic cooling system,
electron-beam ion trap, and deceleration beamline supplying highly charged ions (HCIs), the superconducting trap offers ideal conditions for
optical frequency metrology with ionic species. We report its proof-of-principle operation as a quadrupole-mass filter with HCIs and trapping
of Doppler-cooled 9Be+ Coulomb crystals.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0046569

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, Paul traps have proven themselves
as indispensable instruments in physics and chemistry, as well as
in wide-spread analytical applications. Their confinement of ions
inside a zero-field environment with long storage times makes
them especially suited for quantum computing and optical fre-
quency metrology:1–3 High trapping frequencies allow for recoil-free
absorption of photons, enabling quantum computation4,5 and quan-
tum logic spectroscopy6 (QLS) by coupling electronic and motional
degrees of freedom of the ions. Crucially, this has paved the way
for many fundamental physics studies with atomic systems (for a
review, see, e.g., Ref. 7), such as searches for a possible temporal

variation of fundamental constants8,9 or local Lorentz invari-
ance,10–12 that have been made possible by the ultimate accuracy and
low systematic uncertainties of Paul trap experiments.13,14

For such fundamental studies, highly charged ions (HCIs)
are very interesting candidates (see, e.g., Ref. 15). Due to the
steep scaling of their binding energies with charge state, fine-
structure and hyperfine-structure transitions can be shifted to the
optical range and become reachable for high-precision laser spec-
troscopy.16 In addition, transitions between energetically close elec-
tronic configurations at level crossings are found to be in the optical
range.17,18 HCIs have been proposed to test standard model exten-
sions, as some HCIs feature electronic transitions with enhanced
sensitivity to a possible variation of fundamental constants,15,19–23 or
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to probe new spin-independent long-range interactions using iso-
tope shift measurements with the generalized King plot method.24,25

Resulting from the compact size of their electronic orbitals, HCIs
feature reduced atomic polarizabilities, small electric quadrupole
moments, and suppressed field-induced shifts.15 This also renders
them promising candidates15,19,22,23,26 for next-generation frequency
standards with suggested relative systematic uncertainties below
10−19. In addition, HCIs offer forbidden transitions in the ultravio-
let (UV), vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), and soft x-ray regions,27 which
allow for the development of ion-based frequency standards with
improved stability.15

What used to be called “HCI precision experiments” were
for several decades carried out with electron-beam ion traps
(EBITs), ion-storage rings, and electron-cyclotron ion sources (e.g.,
Refs. 28–34). Due to the high motional ion temperatures
(T > 105 K) in those devices, the achieved relative spectral resolution
merely reached the parts-per-million level. A few years ago, sympa-
thetic cooling of HCIs transferred from an EBIT into a cryogenic
Paul trap containing a laser-cooled Coulomb crystal of 9Be+ ions
brought down the accessible temperatures of trapped HCIs from the
megakelvin into the millikelvin range.35 Later, a pioneering exper-
iment in a Penning trap performed spectroscopy on the forbidden
optical fine-structure transition in 40Ar13+ at 441 nm at higher ion
temperatures (T ≈ 1 K) by laser-induced excitation and subsequent
detection through a measurement of the electronic ground-state spin
orientation,36 reaching a relative uncertainty of Δν/ν ≃ 9.4 × 10−9.
The potential of HCIs for optical frequency metrology was finally
unleashed with the recent ground-state cooling of the axial modes of
motion (T < 50 μK) of a two-ion crystal consisting of one HCI and
one 9Be+ ion and the subsequent application of QLS in a Paul trap
to the aforementioned forbidden transition in 40Ar13+, reporting a
statistical uncertainty of Δν/ν ≃ 10−15.37

One major effect that systematically limits the achievable accu-
racy in Paul trap experiments is the time-dilation shift caused by
residual ion motion, which represents a key problem for frequency
standards based on trapped ions.38 To overcome this limitation
requires a strong reduction in trap-induced heating rates, preserv-
ing small occupation numbers of the quantum harmonic oscillator
throughout the interrogation time during which active cooling can-
not be applied. This is particularly important for HCIs as (a) the
heating rate for a given level of electric-field noise scales as the square
of the charge state39,40 and (b) the efficiency of sympathetic cooling
of HCIs by singly charged ions37 is reduced owing to the generally
large mismatch in the charge-to-mass ratios of the two ions,41 lead-
ing to higher equilibrium temperatures in the presence of heating
mechanisms.

In this paper, we present a new cryogenic Paul trap experiment
providing ultrastable trapping conditions, which promises an excep-
tionally high suppression of motional heating rates. Its centerpiece
is a novel radio-frequency (RF) ion trap realized by integrating a
linear Paul trap into a quasi-monolithic superconducting RF cavity.
The resonant quadrupole mode (QM) of its electric field generates
an ultrastable pseudopotential that radially confines the ions. Origi-
nally developed for experiments with HCIs in order to mitigate their
enhanced sensitivity to electric-field noise, the technique can also be
applied to any other ion species.

The cryogenic and vacuum setup builds upon the Cryogenic
Paul Trap Experiment (CryPTEx)42 at the Max-Planck-Institut

für Kernphysik (MPIK) in Heidelberg and on the cryogenic
design of Refs. 43 and 44 developed at MPIK in collaboration
with the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Braun-
schweig for the CryPTEx-PTB37,43 experiment and is consequently
named CryPTEx-SC.45 The low-vibration cryogenic supply44 pro-
vides mechanically ultrastable trapping conditions by decoupling
external vibrations from the trap region. An EBIT46 is added as
a source for HCIs, and a low-energy HCI transfer beamline47,48

connects the EBIT and the Paul trap. Since we aim for direct fre-
quency comb spectroscopy of HCIs in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV)
range, a dedicated XUV frequency comb based on high-harmonic-
generation inside an optical enhancement cavity has been set up and
commissioned at MPIK.49–51

II. CONCEPT
The superconducting cavity (SCC) generating the pseudopo-

tential for ion confinement integrates a linear Paul trap, as shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The resonance frequency ω0 of its electric
QM is identical to the trap drive frequency, Ω ≡ ω0. The ions are
confined in a superposition of the thereby generated 2D pseudopo-
tential and an electrostatic potential along the third direction, which
is configured by additional electrodes integrated in the quadrupole
electrodes (not shown in Fig. 1). Each of the quadrupole electrodes
consists of an outer shell electrode with a cylindrical bore contain-
ing a coaxial inner conductor separated by a narrow gap. These two
elements are opposite RF poles of the cavity, and their small separa-
tion increases the lumped capacitance of the cavity and thus lowers
its resonance frequency. Their relative RF phase is fully defined by
geometry, which, given a manufacturing tolerance for their axial dis-
placement within the cavity conservatively estimated to ≤100 μm,
suppresses phase differences between them to the level of ΔΦ ≤ 7.2
× 10−5 rad. In this way, a typical source of excess micromotion,
which is otherwise difficult to compensate with wired trap config-
urations, is strongly reduced.52

Quasi-monolithic resonators reach very high values of the qual-
ity factor Q, commonly defined as the ratio of the stored elec-
tromagnetic energy W to the dissipated power Pd per RF cycle,
Q = ω0W/Pd. In our case, the SCC strongly reduces resistive losses
and increases Q. As this parameter also sets the time scale τ = 2Q/ω0
for the decay of the stored electromagnetic energy, amplitude and
phase fluctuations are averaged over many cycles in our cavity,
which generates very stable values for the RF-voltage amplitude and
the associated time-averaged pseudopotential.

More importantly, Q determines the bandwidth of the RF cav-
ity excitation spectrum, Δω = ω0/Q, and filters out noise from the
external RF drive for all frequencies separated by more than a few
linewidths Δω from its resonance. This should result in spectrally
narrow secular frequencies and strongly reduced motional heating
rates of trapped ions. In particular, the motional mode frequencies
ωi ≪ ω0 are well separated from the QM, ∣ω0 − ωi∣≫ Δω, and resid-
ual RF noise at ω0 ± ωi or ωi, which would result in ion heating,40 is
drastically suppressed.

Other noise sources causing motional heating are also strongly
canceled. Johnson–Nyquist noise, the largest non-anomalous heat-
ing source in room temperature setups, is greatly reduced in the SCC
operating at 4 K. The electrostatic trap voltages are fed through low-
pass filters that are held at a temperature of 4 K. Anomalous heating
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FIG. 1. Principle of a cavity with an elec-
tric QM. A two-dimensional ideal LC cir-
cuit (i) with modified geometry of inductor
(ii) and capacitor (iii), which is rotated
around the specified axis, generates a
three-dimensional dipole resonator (v)
with coaxial cross section (iv). Four
symmetrically arranged resonator poles
with alternating polarity (vi) then shape
a quadrupole electrode structure inside
a single resonant tank. Reprinted with
permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-
noise superconducting radio-frequency
ion trap for frequency metrology with
highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation
(Heidelberg University, 2020).

due to voltage noise on the trap electrodes depends on the distance
r0 between the ion and the electrode as typically r−2

0 to r−4
0 .40 It is

therefore expected to be strongly suppressed by the unusually large
distance scale r0 = 1.75 mm of this trap.

III. DESIGN
Long ion-storage times on the order of ten minutes are needed

for QLS and frequency metrology experiments. Thus, experiments
with HCIs crucially depend on extremely high vacuum (XHV) con-
ditions to suppress charge-exchange reactions with residual gas.
Here, the cryogenic trap environment reduces the pressure to lev-
els below 10−14 mbar.42,44,53 The three main design requirements
for the ion trap environment consisting of SCC and the surround-
ing cryogenic setup, shown in Fig. 2, are as follows: (R1) multi-
ple optical access ports to the trap center for lasers, external atom
or ion sources, and detection of fluorescence photons; (R2) effi-
cient capturing and preparation of HCIs inside the trap to opti-
mize the measurement cycle; and (R3) a high mechanical stability
and low differential contraction during cooldown to 4 K to avoid
misalignment.

A. Cryogenic setup
We use a pulse-tube cryocooler (Sumitomo Heavy Industries

RP-082, specified with 40 W at 45 K and 1 W at 4 K) connected to the
cryogenic trap environment by means of a low-vibration supply44 to
refrigerate two nested thermal stages inside the vacuum chamber,
where the outer stage shields the inner one from room tempera-
ture thermal radiation. Both are made of 99.99% oxygen-free high
thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper. For avoiding misalignment
of the first stage with respect to the vacuum chamber and the sec-
ond stage with respect to the first stage during cooldown (R3), the
setup follows a symmetric design, with sets of equally long counter-
acting stainless-steel spokes holding the thermal stages. In this way,
thermal contraction forces stay in balance and keep the center of the
setup at a fixed position. Steady-state temperatures are 69 K at the

heat shield and 4.1 K at the SCC. Due to the very high electrical con-
ductivity of OFHC copper at such temperatures, RF magnetic-field
noise at the trap is attenuated by eddy currents in the heat shields.
Measured in the similar setup at PTB,43 the suppression is 30–40 dB
between 60 Hz and 1 kHz, with a low-pass cut-off frequency around
0.1 Hz, depending on the spatial orientation of the magnetic-field
vector. Here, the SCC enclosing the trapping region additionally
shields slowly changing, quasi-static magnetic perturbations by the
Meissner–Ochsenfeld effect.54

Twelve ports in the horizontal plane provide optical access to
the trap center (R1), for instance, for the lasers used for 9Be pho-
toionization and Doppler cooling of 9Be+ as well as for the col-
limated 9Be atomic beam produced by an oven connected to the
trap chamber. Two ports along the trap axis serve for injection and
re-trapping of HCIs from the EBIT and are equipped with electro-
static lenses inside the thermal stages and with mirror electrodes
protruding into the monolithic tank (R2). Fluorescence from the
trap center is collected with a cryogenic optics system55,56 consist-
ing of seven lenses (UV fused silica and CaF2) relaying an image of
the ions through a 2 mm aperture at the outer temperature stage.
Here, an aspheric lens (UV fused silica) projects it through a vac-
uum window onto the detection system, consisting of an electron-
multiplying charge-coupled device camera (Andor iXon Ultra 888)
and a photomultiplier tube. By adjusting the vertical position of this
lens, the magnification can be set between 7.8 and 20. Including
absorption and reflection losses, the collection efficiency between
300 and 440 nm is greater than 1.1% and ∼2.17% at the wavelength of
the 9Be+ Doppler-cooling transition at 313 nm, assuming spherical
emission of the ion.

Narrow stainless-steel tubes mounted on the cryogenic-shield
apertures restrict the solid angle of room temperature radiation vis-
ible to the ion to 0.084% of 4π, similar to our earlier cryogenic
Paul traps.43,57 This also limits particle flux from room temperature
regions to the trap, lowering there the residual gas density, suppress-
ing HCI losses by collisions and charge-exchange reactions, and thus
extending their storage time.44,57
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FIG. 2. Section through the cryogenic trap setup: first (69 K, in orange) and second (4 K, in cyan) temperature stages. (a) Superconducting cavity, (b) imaging system,
(c) detection system, (d) connection to the cryogenic supply, (e) port to the HCI transfer beamline, and (f) electrostatic lenses. Detailed views of the cavity are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Adapted with permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise superconducting radio-frequency ion trap for frequency metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D.
dissertation (Heidelberg University, 2020).

B. Superconducting cavity
A computer-aided design (CAD) model of the RF cavity is

shown in Fig. 3. The Paul trap quadrupole electrodes are an inte-
gral part of the resonator. Its electric QM radially confines the ions
as in a 2D-mass filter. Biased direct current (DC) electrodes trap the
ions along the symmetry axis of the quadrupole. On its both ends,
additional electrostatic mirror electrodes are used to capture injected
HCIs (R2). All conducting parts are made of high-purity, massive
niobium, a type-II superconductor with a critical temperature of
Tc = 9.25 K.58 For high mechanical stability (R3), the monolithic
resonator tank supporting the quadrupole rods is machined from
a single piece. During cooldown, this suppresses differential con-
traction, which could lead to electrode misalignment. Sapphire is

used as the insulator material: Its small dielectric loss at cryogenic
temperatures59,60 reduces RF power dissipation inside the SCC, and
its high thermal conductivity of 230 Wm−1 K−1 at 4 K61 improves
thermalization of electrodes and tank.

1. Superconducting cavity tank and optical access
The box-shaped cavity (220 × 140 × 114 mm3) consists of the

monolithic tank holding the coaxial quadrupole electrodes, the DC
electrodes, and the electrostatic mirrors, as well as the top and bot-
tom lids sealing it. The upper lid holds an inset made of Nb, which
is structured using a coarse circular grid, providing optical access to
the imaging system (see Figs. 4 and 2) while suppressing RF emis-
sion and thus cavity losses. Its concentric rings and spokes transmit
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FIG. 3. Cutaway drawing of the niobium RF cavity. Sapphire insulators are shown
in cyan. For details, see the main text. Adapted with permission from J. Stark, “An
ultralow-noise superconducting radio-frequency ion trap for frequency metrology
with highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg University, 2020).

83.2% of the light from the trap center that is emitted within a
solid angle of Ω/4π ≃ 0.106. A superconducting connection between
these parts is established with high-purity 99.99% lead wire with Tc
= 7.2 K.58 Twelve narrow bores through the side walls of the tank
give access to the trap center in the horizontal plane (R1). For sup-
pressing RF leakage from the cavity, their diameter of 7 mm, or
3.5 mm for the two axial ports, is chosen smaller than the bore
length, which is by far smaller than the wavelength of the resonant
mode, λ0 ≈ 8.7 m.

2. Quadrupole electrodes
A critical cavity design parameter is the resonance frequency

ω0 of its electric QM corresponding to the drive frequency of the
trap. In a linear Paul trap operated with four RF electrodes pairwise
supplied with potentials of ±VRF sin(Ωt), the stability parameter for
the radial motion of an ion with charge q and mass m is given by

FIG. 4. Radial section of the RF cavity through the trap center at z = 0. Adapted
with permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise superconducting radio-frequency
ion trap for frequency metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation
(Heidelberg University, 2020).

∣qr ∣ =
4qκRFVRF

mr2
0ω2

0
, (1)

where r0 = 1.75 mm denotes the radial electrode–ion distance and
κRF corresponds to the fraction of the RF voltage that is converted
to the radial quadrupole potential. It defines the radial secular fre-
quency ωr ≃ qrω0/

√
8. For efficient ground-state cooling of 9Be+

ions, Lamb–Dicke parameters well below 1 and thus high secular
frequencies on the order of ωr/2π ≃ 1 MHz are needed.43 Since the
maximum voltage VRF is technically limited, one obtains an upper
bound on the resonance frequency of about 100 MHz.

We introduce a coaxial geometry illustrated in Fig. 1, with
each electrode having an inner and an outer conductor as
opposite poles of the cavity QM. Each of these conductors is
electron-beam welded on one end to the tank wall (see Fig. 5),
maintaining a superconducting connection, while the opposite end
is centered by sapphire insulators. Between them, a small gap of
300 μm generates a calculated capacitance of ∼230 pF in each
coaxial segment. Including the capacitance between the outer elec-
trodes, one obtains a total quadrupole capacitance of CQP ≈ 928 pF,
which is two orders of magnitude higher than with single-rod
electrodes. This lowers the QM resonance frequency ω0 ∝ C−1/2

QP

FIG. 5. Cut through the coaxial
quadrupole electrodes, with inner
(yellow) and outer (blue) segments sep-
arated by a 300 μm gap. The concentric
elements are electron-beam welded on
one end to the tank and centered at
the other one with sapphire insulators
(cyan). Reprinted with permission from
J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise supercon-
ducting radio-frequency ion trap for
frequency metrology with highly charged
ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg
University, 2020).
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into the desired range. We designed the electrodes and the cav-
ity with finite-element method (FEM) simulations discussed in
Sec. V A.

To achieve a larger solid angle of the trap region toward the
imaging system, the hyperbolic electrode geometry of an ideal Paul
trap was sacrificed and a blade-style geometry was chosen instead
(see Fig. 4).62 The tapered section of the quadrupole electrodes has
a tip radius of re = 0.9 mm. Anharmonicities of the radial poten-
tials were reduced by optimizing the electrode geometry with FEM
simulations (see Sec. V B), reaching a relative contribution of next-
to-leading order terms63 to the quadrupole potential below 8 × 10−7

for ion crystals with a radial diameter <200 μm.

3. DC electrodes
For axial confinement of ions, eight DC electrodes made of nio-

bium are embedded inside the RF electrode structure, two of which
are symmetrically integrated in each quadrupole electrode around
the trap center, as can be seen in Fig. 3 with a detailed view in Fig. 6.
The sliced electrodes are mounted under pre-tension and fixed in
position using three sapphire rods of 1.5 mm diameter, providing
electrical insulation and proper thermal contact, and a DC supply
rod each. The contour of the DC electrodes matches the tapered
shape of the quadrupole electrodes and hides the sapphire insu-
lators from the ions’ direct line of sight by a judicious choice of
their length. This avoids stray electric fields on the trap axis due to
insulator charge-up, e.g., by incident electrons, ions or UV photons
originating from near the trap center.

The DC electrodes can be individually biased to generate the
electrostatic potential required for axial ion confinement while min-
imizing excess micromotion that can arise from mismatching DC
and RF nodes.52 Electrical connections are provided by long nio-
bium rods of 1.8 mm diameter, which are screwed into an M1.6
thread in the electrode. Each rod leaves the cavity through a 3 mm
bore beneath the surface of the respective quadrupole electrode (see
Fig. 6), where PEEK spacers placed along the middle of the rod
and PTFE tubes mounted at the outer cavity surface are used for
positioning.

FIG. 6. Detailed view of the DC electrodes (orange) embedded within the
quadrupole electrodes (only contours indicated) and held by three sapphire rods
(cyan). Adapted with permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise superconducting
radio-frequency ion trap for frequency metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D.
dissertation (Heidelberg University, 2020).

Axial position and electrode geometry are both optimized for
strong harmonic confinement by means of FEM simulations of the
axial trapping potential, presented in Sec. V B. The DC electrodes
are axially separated by 2z0 = 4.1 mm. Within a distance of ∣z∣
< 250 μm from the minimum, this yields a relative contribution of
anharmonic terms (up to the sixth order) to the axial potential below
2.9(1) × 10−5.

4. Mirror electrodes
Retrapping of HCIs inside the Paul trap will be implemented

identically to the schemes described in Refs. 37 and 64. The kinetic
energy of the injected HCIs is reduced by sequential Coulomb col-
lisions with laser-cooled 9Be+ ions prepared beforehand in the Paul
trap. Depending on the initial kinetic energy and the dimensions of
the 9Be+ crystal, thermalization and subsequent co-crystallization of
the HCIs require about 102 − 103 transits through the trap center.
This is realized by multiple reflections from the Nb mirror electrodes
mounted at both ends of the quadrupole structure (see Fig. 3). Their
large axial separation of 155 mm allows the entire HCI bunch (length
on the order of 10 mm)47 to enter the trap before the mirror elec-
trode used for injection is switched to a higher potential to close the
trap.

5. RF coupling
Three types of RF couplers are installed at the cavity, as can be

seen in Fig. 7. Coupling to its QM is realized using one capacitive
pickup, which couples to the electric field, and one inductive loop
coupling to the magnetic field. The latter is used for the in-coupling
of RF power during operation of the SCC. One end of the loop is
RF-grounded to the cavity-tank wall. Reflected power from the loop
is minimized by matching its impedance to the RF source. For this,
we adjust its angle with respect to the magnetic flux direction of the
resonant mode, while the system is vented and accessible at room
temperature.

For monitoring the electromagnetic field inside the cavity, we
use a capacitive probe, which is weakly coupled to the cavity. It can
also be used to stabilize the RF-drive frequency with respect to the
quadrupole resonance65–67 to compensate thermal drifts. Although
these were observed to be small, causing a relative drift of ≈ 2 × 10−5

during warm-up of the cavity from 4.1 K to about 6.4 K, this
stabilization will help to keep the RF quadrupole amplitude constant.

In addition, a microwave λ/4 antenna for driving the 2S1/2(F
= 2)→2 S1/2(F = 1) hyperfine transition in 9Be+ at 1250 MHz is
installed inside the cavity.43 It is mounted at an oblique angle to
all trap axes and the external quantization axis, thus coupling to all
Zeeman components of the transition. For the commissioning mea-
surements presented below, the microwave antenna was replaced by
a second capacitive coupler.

C. Electronics
The RF cavity rests on a copper platform, which is elec-

trically isolated from its 4 K stage, as shown in Fig. 8, and
can be biased for the deceleration of incoming HCIs. It is con-
nected for RF grounding to the 4 K stage by a capacitor set
of 264 nF, corresponding to an impedance of 18 mΩ at the
quadrupole resonance. All electrical connections to the trap have
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FIG. 7. Horizontal section through the RF cavity at the height of the upper coaxial electrodes. The detailed views show the RF couplers made of a 2 mm thick niobium wire
(green), which are soldered into SMA connectors (gold). The couplers are isolated from their mounts by PTFE sleeves (beige) and fixed to the cavity tank with aluminum
holders (light gray). (a) Microwave antenna: l = 57 mm and d = 5.9 mm. It is tilted by ∼ 17○ into the plane (not shown). (b) Inductive coupling to the magnetic field: x1 = 9 mm,
x2 = 7 mm, x3 = 5 mm, and x4 = 14.9 mm. (c) Capacitive coupling to the electric field: s = 4.9 mm. Adapted with permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise superconducting
radio-frequency ion trap for frequency metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg University, 2020).

a length of 2 m between their respective room temperature vac-
uum feedthroughs and 4 K connectors. The wires are ther-
mally anchored at both cryogenic stages with 1 m length in
between to reduce thermal conduction. Electrical connections to
the RF antennas use semi-rigid beryllium–copper coaxial cables
(Coax Co., SC-219/50-SB-B) with PTFE dielectric. All DC con-
nections employ Kapton-insulated 200 μm thick phosphor–bronze
wires.

We use two-way, single-stage low-pass filters (shown in
Fig. 9), identical to the ones described in Ref. 43, with cut-
off frequencies of 30 Hz and 30 mHz, respectively, for sig-
nals to and from the DC electrodes. They suppress noise at the
DC electrodes while protecting the DC power supplies from RF
pickup.

Due to the small distance between the surrounding quadrupole
electrode and each DC electrode, including its supply rod, a stray
capacitance of about 15 pF (see Fig. 6) couples the quadrupole
RF voltage to the DC electrodes. In order to reduce the RF loss
due to parasitic capacitive coupling of the DC wires to RF ground,
each rod is connected to its filtered DC power supply via a
66 MΩ resistor. This also lets the DC-biased electrodes oscillate

at the full RF potential, which ensures strong radial confinement
of transiting HCIs and thus efficient retrapping (R2). To inves-
tigate the influence of machining and component tolerances on
the RF signal at the DC electrodes, SPICE simulations of the
effective electronic circuit from Fig. 9 were performed. The RF
phase of any DC electrode was calculated to be less than 10−5 rad
from that of its surrounding quadrupole electrode, while their
RF amplitude ratio changes by less than 10−9 between different
configurations.

Improvements to the external electronic circuit (Fig. 9) are
planned to mitigate the Johnson–Nyquist noise of the current con-
figuration, especially the 66 MΩ resistors. Reducing their nom-
inal value by a factor of two and interconnecting the four DC
supply rods of each RF phase using four capacitors of 1 nF,
effectively shortening their RF potentials, suppress electric-field
noise around the trap center. Using electrostatic simulations of
the DC electrode potentials performed with COMSOL MULTI-
PHYSICS, one obtains a total electric-field noise on the trap axis
with a power spectral density below 1 × 10−14 V2 m−2 Hz−1

within a range of ±20 μm around the potential minimum, suitable
for QLS.

FIG. 8. Schematic drawing of the RF
ion trap on the biased platform at 4 K.
All parts of the cavity tank are individu-
ally thermalized using solid copper links
(blue). Reprinted with permission from
J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise supercon-
ducting radio-frequency ion trap for fre-
quency metrology with highly charged
ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg Uni-
versity, 2020).
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FIG. 9. Schematic of the effective 4 K electronic filter circuit connecting a single
DC electrode to the external power supply. Surface-mounted components are sol-
dered onto a Rogers RO4350B board grounded to the cavity tank. For details, see
the main text. Reprinted with permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise super-
conducting radio-frequency ion trap for frequency metrology with highly charged
ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg University, 2020).

IV. MANUFACTURING OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING
CAVITY
A. Material selection

We manufactured the cavity from a high-purity niobium ingot.
The desired quality factor of Q0 = 105 − 107 at a maximum elec-
tric field of 6 MV m−1 is much lower than the specified values
for state-of-the-art superconducting cavities employed at accelera-
tor facilities as, for example, the European X-ray Free-Electron Laser
(EuXFEL).68,69 Thus, our acceptable impurity levels (Table I) are
higher than there. In comparison with the EuXFEL cavities,69 the
concentration limits for N, C (both ≤ 10ppm), and Ta (500ppm)
are exceeded. A residual resistance ratio (RRR), defined as the ratio
of the electrical resistivity at room temperature and 4.2 K, RRR
= ρ(295 K)/ρ(4.2 K), was not specified by the supplier. The RRR
for superconducting samples is typically determined by cooling the
probe to 4.2 K (below Tc for Nb) while suppressing the build-up of a
superconducting state by the application of a strong magnetic field.70

We obtain an upper limit for the RRR using the dependence of the
Nb resistivity on the concentration of some impurities.70 The total
effect (Table I) is a residual resistivity of 5.7 × 10−10 Ωm at 4.2 K
or an RRR < 267, slightly lower than the RRR > 300 specified for the
EuXFEL.

B. Fabrication and surface preparation
Mechanical machining of metallic surfaces can contaminate

them, limiting the performance of Nb as an RF superconductor.71

The thickness of this so-called damaged or dirty layer depends on
the manufacturing process and varies between 50 and 200 μm.71

Therefore, we instead employed non-intrusive electrical discharge
machining (EDM) by wire at small material ablation rates to sup-
press heating. This avoids gettering of hydrogen, oxygen, and other
gases by Nb at temperatures above 200 ○C.72 All parts were cut

TABLE I. Excerpt of the chemical analysis of the niobium ingot used in our cavity, as
provided by the supplier. The material with a total purity > 99.86% was purchased
from Companhia Brasileira de Metalurgia e Mineração in Brazil.

Impurity Δm/m(ppm) Impurity Δm/m(ppm)

Nitrogen 18 Zirconium 1
Oxygen 4 Tungsten 5
Carbon 30 Tantalum 1233
Titanium 7 Hydrogen 2
Hafnium 2 Molybdenum 2
Nickel 1 Iron 3

FIG. 10. Electropolished cavity with all lids removed. For the measurements pre-
sented here, the temporary RF couplers made of copper that are shown were
later replaced by niobium parts and the second inductive coupler was removed.
Adapted with permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise superconducting radio-
frequency ion trap for frequency metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D.
dissertation (Heidelberg University, 2020).

from the ingot using wire EDM in several steps with decreasing
material ablation rate, yielding a well-defined contour with a smooth
surface. Subsequently, all threads, holes, grooves, and fits were
milled. After degreasing and cleaning, the cavity parts were sent to
an external company for electropolishing. Due to our gentle manu-
facturing, only 50 μm had to be removed from all surfaces. Finally,
all parts went through several cycles of ultrasonic cleaning with
isopropyl alcohol, ethanol, and distilled as well as de-ionized water.

The cavity was assembled inside an ISO6 clean room to avoid
surface contamination. This was followed by electron-beam welding
of the cavity tank and electrodes performed at a background pressure
<1.2 × 10−4 mbar. During this step, the cavity was kept closed except
for thin tubes for evacuation of its interior. A total of 7 h exposure to
clean-room air between cleaning and welding of the cavity parts was
not exceeded. Finally, the DC supply rods and the RF couplers were
installed, and the top and bottom lids were sealed using the high-
purity lead wire. A picture of the fully assembled cavity without the
lids can be seen in Fig. 10.

V. FEM SIMULATIONS
A. Simulation of the cavity resonant modes

We designed the cavity geometry for an electric QM with a
resonance frequency on the order of 10 MHz by means of FEM sim-
ulations of the electromagnetic eigenmodes using the commercial
COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS software and its RF module.

At the start of the simulation, an automatic mesh is generated,
resolving narrow regions, e.g., the gaps between the coaxial elec-
trodes. On this mesh, the resonance frequencies and the eigenmodes
are found by solving the wave equation on each mesh element with a
plane-wave ansatz. For nonlinear differential equations, a transfor-
mation point is chosen to linearize the functions around the given
frequency.
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The simulations were performed for a cavity at T = 293.15 K,
i.e., not accounting for thermal contraction during cooldown, in
perfect vacuum and a perfectly conducting box as the boundary
condition. All cavity elements were assigned identical material prop-
erties. Lacking knowledge of the dielectric characteristics of the nio-
bium material utilized for cavity fabrication, the relative permittivity
and permeability were both set to unity. The electrical conductivity
was maximized within the restricted computational resources and
is given by σ = 5.7 × 1012 Sm−1. The simulated eigenfrequencies
of the four resonant modes between 1 and 100 MHz are listed in
Table II. They are obtained with five significant digits and a rela-
tive simulation tolerance of 1 × 10−5, which is <1 kHz for all res-
onant modes. Within this accuracy, all eigenfrequencies exhibit a
vanishing imaginary part that represents the intrinsic RF losses of
the geometry.

The simulations yield an electric quadrupole resonance at
34.851 MHz. Additional resonances at 58.613 and 58.651 MHz
exhibit a dipole-like structure of the radial electric field around the
trap axis. At 70.372 MHz, all outer quadrupole electrodes have the
same RF potential. Since the cavity confines the ions with the electric
QM, excited with a narrowband RF signal, the other well-separated
resonances are not further discussed.

TABLE II. Simulated eigenfrequencies of the four resonant modes between 1 and
100 MHz. The estimated uncertainties from mesh σm and geometry σg are added
quadratically to yield the total uncertainty σ tot. For details, see the text.

ω0/2π (MHz) σm (MHz) σg (MHz) σtot (MHz)

34.851 0.009 0.002 0.009
58.613 0.034 0.104 0.110
58.651 0.036 0.102 0.108
70.372 0.051 0.231 0.237

1. Quadrupole resonant mode
The RF field amplitudes of the QM are shown in Fig. 11. The

electric field strength around the quadrupole electrodes has peak
values in between the coaxial elements and close to the trap axis,
decaying toward the cavity walls [Fig. 11(a)]. The outer coaxial elec-
trodes shape the quadrupole electric field on the trap axis. Along the
trap axis, the homogeneous distribution of the radial electric field
causes a constant radial confinement strength.

The RF magnetic field inside the cavity [Figs. 11(c) and 11(d)] is
zero around the trap axis due to the geometry used, and its field lines,

FIG. 11. FEM simulations of the RF electromagnetic field peak amplitudes of the QM. Electric field strength plotted in the radial plane at the axial trap center z = 0 (a) and
in the horizontal (yz)-plane through the trap center at x = 0 (b). Note that the scale is cut off below the maximum field strength of 10 kVm−1 to emphasize the changes
around the trap axis. Magnetic-field strength in the radial plane at z = 0 (c) and in the (yz)-plane at x = 0 (d). Adapted with permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise
superconducting radio-frequency ion trap for frequency metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg University, 2020).
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closed around the quadrupole structure, lie in the (xy)-plane. The
peak values of the RF magnetic field are radially localized around the
quadrupole electrodes close to the regions with maximum current
density on the cavity inner surfaces.

The simulations [Figs. 11(a) and 11(c)] show only small leakage
of electromagnetic energy through the optical ports as RF fields do
not penetrate deep into those openings due to their comparatively
large wavelengths. The numerical accuracy of the simulations (five
digits) does not allow for the determination of possible residual RF
losses through those ports.

2. Simulation uncertainties
Different systematic effects affect the simulation. Its quality

depends on the variable mesh element size approximating the real
geometry. The minimum size should be smaller than the tiniest
structures, while the maximum should be smaller than the res-
onant mode wavelength. Thus, the mesh was refined down to a
minimum size of 51 μm for convergence. Even so, some arti-
facts remain visible in the results shown in Fig. 11, especially
between quadrupole electrodes and cavity enclosure, which stem
from coarsely resolved regions in the generated mesh. The available
computational resources did not allow reducing the maximum mesh
element size further while still resolving the narrowest regions of the
geometry. To estimate the influence of the mesh, the simulated reso-
nance frequencies at increased mesh coarseness were compared. For
varying minimum element size in the region ≤200 μm, the simula-
tion results show fluctuations on the level of kHz for the QM and
10 kHz for the other modes. The final result for each mode listed
in Table II is the average of these values, and the largest deviation
between any two frequencies is given as systematic uncertainty σm.

Since the required computation time increases drastically with
simulation volume and mesh refinement, the complex cavity geom-
etry had to be simplified. Elements such as insulators, RF couplers,
threads, and lids at the outer surface of the cavity housing and in
low-RF field regions only have a minor effect for the QM and were
thus removed. The influence of this simplification on the eigenfre-
quencies was estimated by comparing simulations with a minimum
mesh size of 0.8 mm for both the complete and simplified cavity

geometry. The frequency shift that appeared was used to estimate
the systematic uncertainty σg in Table II.

B. Simulation of the ion trap potentials
To optimize the geometries of DC and quadrupole electrodes,

we performed electrostatic FEM simulations. In particular, the
parameters r0, z0, and the quadrupole electrode tip radius re were
adjusted, balancing electrode shape efficiency with considerations
of manufacturing and optical access while suppressing higher-order
contributions to the 3D harmonic trapping potential. Although
not directly affecting frequency measurements in principle, anhar-
monicities lead to a coupling of otherwise orthogonal motional
modes and may increase ion-heating rates.1

The simulations were performed with the COMSOL AC/DC
module in several steps. First, a mesh is generated with more detail
close to the trap center and a simplified geometry stripped of insu-
lators, DC supply rods, and inner coaxial electrodes and the cavity
tank replaced by a cuboid representing its inner walls. All surfaces
are modeled as perfect electric conductors, and Dirichlet boundary
conditions are applied. The potential distribution within the simula-
tion volume is then obtained with a relative simulation tolerance of
1 × 10−10 by solving Gauss’ law.

1. Axial confinement
The simulated DC potential distribution in the horizontal plane

around the trap center is shown in Fig. 12 for a minimum mesh
element size of 10 μm. All elements of the simulation geometry are
grounded, except the DC electrodes, which are biased to 1.0 V. The
harmonicity of the axial potential is evaluated using the potential
line-out along the trap axis (z), which can be represented as

Φ(z) = UDC(C0 + C2
z2

z2
0
+ C4

z4

z4
0
+ C6

z6

z6
0
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅), (2)

around its minimum. Fitting this model on different data ranges
±Δz yields the expansion coefficients up to C6 listed in Table III.
Higher-order terms cause a dependence of the axial eigenfrequency
of a trapped ion on its axial position and thus on its energy. The

FIG. 12. Simulation of the DC elec-
trode potential around the trap center
with 1.0 V applied. (a) 2D potential in
the horizontal plane spanned by the trap
axis z (dashed line) and the direction
x̂ + ŷ (as defined in Fig. 3). (b) Line-
out along the trap axis with a sixth-
order polynomial fit [see Eq. (2)] in the
range of ±250 μm indicated by the gray
region. (c) Fit residuals (note the dif-
ferent scale). Reprinted with permission
from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise super-
conducting radio-frequency ion trap for
frequency metrology with highly charged
ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg Uni-
versity, 2020).
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TABLE III. Dimensionless coefficients of the sixth-order polynomial fit [see Eq. (2)] to
the simulated trapping potential along the trap axis (see Fig. 12) at different fit ranges
±Δz around the potential minimum. The shift Δωz/ωz [see Eq. (3)] of the axial secular
frequency from listed anharmonicities is given for the maximum displacement z within
the fit range.

Δz = 0.25 mm 0.5 mm 1.0 mm

C2 0.337 948(4) 0.337 943 9(6) 0.337 935 2(8)
C4 0.023 4(8) 0.023 79(3) 0.023 995(9)
C6 −0.06(4) −0.063 3(3) −0.064 77(3)

Δωz/ωz (10−3) 0.74(4) 2.519(5) 2.497(7)

corresponding maximum frequency shift Δωz due to the first two
anharmonicities, C4 and C6, can be calculated following Ref. 73.
Using the approximation Δωz/ωz ≪ 1, it can be expressed as

Δωz

ωz
= 3

4
(C4

C2
+ 5

4
C6

C2

z2

z2
0
) z2

z2
0

. (3)

The shifts at maximum ion displacement z = ±Δz from the
potential minimum at z = 0 are listed in Table III. For a single
Doppler-cooled 9Be+ ion (T ≈ 300 μK) with a secular-motion
amplitude of 120 nm at ωz/2π = 1 MHz, the anharmonicities of
the smallest fit range translate to a maximum frequency shift of
Δωz/ωz = 1.73(6) × 10−10.

2. Radial confinement
The simulated quadrupole electrode potential in the radial

plane around the trap center at z = 0 is shown in Fig. 13(a) for a
minimum mesh element size of 47.5 μm. Since quadrupole and DC
electrodes are strongly RF coupled (see Sec. III C), all are set to
common RF potentials of ±1.0 V, while the remaining parts of the
geometry are grounded. Perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the
quadrupole (z), the potential can be expanded in a multipole series,

Φ(x, y, t) = ϕ(t)(A0 +∑
n

An
ϕn(x, y)

rn
0
), (4)

TABLE IV. Multipole-expansion coefficients of the quadrupole electrode potential at
z = 0. The dimensionless parameters are determined by fitting a polynomial of nth
order [see Eq. (4)] to the simulation data from Fig. 13. The fit range is restricted to a
radial distance of r ≤ 0.5 mm to the trap axis. The geometric factor κRF from Eq. (1)
corresponds to A2.

n = 2 6 10

A2 0.927 704(2) 0.927 711 9(8) 0.927 711 9(8)
A6 0.065 7(2) 0.065 7(2)
A10 −0.01(3)

where the first three terms are given by63

ϕ2 = x2 − y2,

ϕ6 = x6 − 15x4y2 + 15x2y4 − y6,

ϕ10 = x10 − 45x8y2 + 210(x6y4 − x4y6) + 45x2y8 − y10.

This two-dimensional model is fitted to the data for estimating devi-
ations from the ideal quadrupole potential, ϕ2. The results listed in
Table IV show that only the next-to-leading order term ϕ6 con-
tributes significantly. Accordingly, the residuals of the sixth-order
polynomial fit [Fig. 13(b)] do not show contributions from higher
multipoles but rather reflect the mesh structure at this cut through
the 3D simulation volume. The absolute value of the anharmonicity
ϕ6 of the radial potential is plotted in Fig. 13(c). Close to the trap axis
(r ≤ 100 μm for larger Coulomb crystals), its relative contribution to
the radial potential is below 8 × 10−7.

VI. RESONANT CAVITY QUALITY FACTOR
We characterize the SCC by determining its QM quality fac-

tor at cryogenic temperatures. Two common methods for this are
cavity-ringdown and scattering-matrix measurements. In the for-
mer approach, the decay time of stored energy following pulsed
excitation is measured, yielding the quality factor of the corre-
sponding resonance. Here, we instead employ the second technique

FIG. 13. Electrostatic simulation of the quadrupole electrode potential at z = 0 for radial distances r ≤ 0.5 mm to the trap axis. (a) Simulated potential distribution for
quadrupole potentials of ±1.0 V. (b) Residuals σ6 of the sixth-order polynomial fit [see Eq. (4)]. (c) Absolute value of the first anharmonic contribution ϕ6 of the sixth-order
polynomial fit. Values ≤1.0 nV are shown in black. Reprinted with permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise superconducting radio-frequency ion trap for frequency
metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg University, 2020).
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based on the bandpass behavior of near-resonant transmission
and reflection spectra. The power transmitted or reflected by the
RF couplers in the cavity is described using the scattering-matrix
(Ŝ) formalism,74,75 giving the relation between the voltage ampli-
tudes of incident (ai

√
Z0) and reflected (bi

√
Z0) waves at different

ports,

b⃗ = Ŝa⃗ with Sij =
bi

aj
, (5)

with Z0 being the transmission line impedance. Each cavity port
i introduces losses parameterized by Pd,i = ω0WQ−1

i at resonance.
Including those, the loaded quality factor is given by Q−1 = Q−1

0
+∑nQ−1

n , where the unloaded quality factor Q0 accounts only for
cavity losses. For an isolated resonance at ω0, the scattering between
two ports i and j can be expressed as75

Sij(ω) = δij −
2
√

Q2(QiQj)−1

2iQ(ω/ω0 − 1) + 1
. (6)

We carried out the presented measurements with a vector network
analyzer (R & S ZVL3) driving the cavity with the inductive cou-
pler and probing it with the capacitive pickup. A broad transmission
spectrum at room temperature is shown in Fig. 14. Three regions
of increased transmission reveal the eigenfrequencies of the cavity.
By comparing them with the simulations from Sec. V A, we clearly
identify the isolated resonance around 34.383 MHz as the QM. The
measured eigenfrequency deviates by ≈468 kHz from the simulation
result (see Table II). This discrepancy is much larger than the esti-
mated uncertainties of experiment and simulation, which could be
explained by the effect of the RF couplers and the external electronic
circuit, both neglected in the simulation, or by coarsely resolved
regions in the simulation mesh. The deviations of the other peaks
from the simulation are larger than for the QM as a result of the sim-
plified geometry. Narrow scans of the reflection and transmission

response function of the QM are displayed in Fig. 15. For deter-
mining the free, i.e., unperturbed parameters of the cavity, the input
power was lowered to −80 and −70 dBm for the transmission and
reflection scans, respectively, and the data fitted with the model from
Eq. (6).

In general, only the reflection measurement yields Q0, while
the transmission spectrum delivers Q. From the reflection data,
we obtain a resonance frequency of 34.522 160 8(6) MHz and Q0
= 2.43(2) × 105. The coupling constant of the inductive coupler,
defined by ki = Q0/Qi, is k1 = 2.820(9), which corresponds to over-
critical coupling.

In transmission, a shifted resonance frequency of 34.522 204(2)
MHz and Q = 5.79(5) × 104 is measured. Compared with the result
obtained in reflection, as the capacitive probe is only weakly cou-
pled to the cavity, k2 ≪ 1, losses by the inductive coupler domi-
nate. In this approximation, the unloaded quality factor becomes
Q0 ≃ Q(1 + k1) = 2.21(6) × 105, in reasonable agreement with the
reflection analysis considering the simplified description.

The cavity can be impedance-matched to an external 50 Ω
signal generator, i.e., k = 1, to drive it efficiently. In this case,
the reflected power vanishes at resonance, minimizing the input
power needed for a desired intra-cavity power. Tuning the coupling
strength is carried out76 by adjusting the angle γ between the induc-
tive coupler and the magnetic-field lines of the QM inside the cavity.
Hereby, the transformed resistance of the LCR resonant circuit,

Rin =
1
2

ω0N2A2
c

B2
0

W
Q0 cos2 γ, (7)

depends on the number of windings N, the area Ac of the coupler,
the enclosed magnetic flux B0, and the total energy stored in the cav-
ity W. We tested this method with a normal-conducting prototype
cavity45 and plan to apply it to the SCC. Since the coupling strength
of the inductive loop dominates the coupling of the other ports to
the cavity, the loaded quality factor will be given by Q = Q0/2.

FIG. 14. Transmission response func-
tion of the cavity driven by the induc-
tive coupler between 1 Hz and 100 MHz
at room temperature as recorded with
the capacitive pick-up (cyan) and sim-
ulated eigenfrequencies from Sec. V A
(magenta). Reprinted with permission
from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise super-
conducting radio-frequency ion trap for
frequency metrology with highly charged
ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg Uni-
versity, 2020).
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FIG. 15. Response function of the QM
in reflection (a) and transmission (b) at
4.1 K temperature, with fits using Eq. (6)
and respective residuals. Adapted with
permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-
noise superconducting radio-frequency
ion trap for frequency metrology with
highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation
(Heidelberg University, 2020).

VII. OPERATION AS QUADRUPOLE-MASS FILTER

Since the SCC is designed to capture and store HCIs from an
external ion source, we first characterize the injection efficiency and
HCI transmission by operating it as a quadrupole-mass filter radially
confining the ion motion as a function of the intra-cavity RF power.
We employ an EBIT as an HCI source connected to the SCC through
a transfer beamline (Fig. 16). A Heidelberg compact EBIT46 operated
at 1.145 keV electron-beam energy produces argon ions in charge
states up to q/e = 16. After a charge-breeding time of about 100 ms,
the HCIs are ejected in bunches with a kinetic energy of about 695 V
×q. During transfer, the different charge-to-mass q/m species in the
bunch separate according to their different time-of-flight (TOF) and
are detected after passing the SCC with a microchannel plate (MCP)
detector. The beamline is operated with static potentials optimiz-
ing HCI transfer. Under the given conditions, the fastest ions spend
around 1 μs inside the SCC or ∼35 cycles of the RF field. Typical

TOF spectra in Fig. 17 show peaks from Ar10+ to Ar16+ ions. Their
relative amplitudes cannot be directly compared since these depend
on their specific EBIT yields, the beamline transmission for a given
q/m, and the sensitivity of the MCP to different charge states and
ion impact energies. The transmission efficiency for each individual
charge state depends strongly on the SCC RF power, measured with
the pick-up coupler. At high power, the strong radial confinement
of the ion motion improves the transmission, displayed in Fig. 18
as the integral of each q/m peak depending on the pickup voltage.
The efficiency increases with RF power until it saturates for most
charge states above 180 mVpp pickup voltage. As expected for stable
radial ion motion inside the SCC [see Eq. (1)], higher charge states
show better transmission already at small RF power. This measure-
ment proves the stable radial confinement of HCIs within the SCC at
the tested stability parameters ∣qr ∣ < 0.2. The next step will be their
deceleration and retrapping by Coulomb interaction with trapped
laser-cooled 9Be+ ions.

FIG. 16. Scheme of EBIT and HCI trans-
fer beamline connected to the SCC. C:
Cathode, DT: Drift tubes, Col: Collector,
SL: Sikler lens, EB: Electrostatic bender,
PDT: Pulsed drift tubes, EL: Electrostatic
lens, MR: Mirror electrode, SK: Skimmer,
AP: Aperture, and BO: Beryllium oven.
For details, see the text. Adapted with
permission from J. Stark, “An ultralow-
noise superconducting radio-frequency
ion trap for frequency metrology with
highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation
(Heidelberg University, 2020).
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FIG. 17. TOF spectra of Ar HCIs measured with an MCP detector behind the SCC
as a function of stored RF power quantified using the SCC pick-up voltage. Each
spectrum represents the average of 192 extraction cycles. Reprinted with permis-
sion from J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise superconducting radio-frequency ion trap
for frequency metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg
University, 2020).

FIG. 18. Transmission efficiency for different Ar HCIs as a function of the
stored RF power quantified using the SCC pick-up voltage. The points represent
the background-subtracted TOF peak voltage sum averaged over 192 extrac-
tion cycles with their statistical uncertainties. Reprinted with permission from
J. Stark, “An ultralow-noise superconducting radio-frequency ion trap for frequency
metrology with highly charged ions,” Ph.D. dissertation (Heidelberg University,
2020).

VIII. TRAPPING OF 9Be+ IONS
Our first trapped-ion experiments with the setup sketched in

Fig. 16 used 9Be+ ions produced within the trap region by pho-
toionization of 9Be atoms from an atomic beam. Because of their
kinetic energies of ≈140 meV, they are instantly captured by the

SCC. Subsequent Doppler cooling brings their temperature down
to the mK range. The effusive thermal Be beam emanates from an
oven57 heated to T = 1250 K that is located at 0.93 m from the SCC
and separated from it by two differentially pumped vacuum stages.
The Be beam is collimated to a diameter of 800 μm at the trap cen-
ter for avoiding surface contamination of the superconducting elec-
trodes. There, it crosses the photoionization laser77 at 90○, reducing
the first-order Doppler shift to the MHz range. Two-photon
resonance-enhanced ionization proceeds through the 2s1S0 → 2p1P1
transition at 235 nm. With a 1/e2 laser-beam diameter of 250 μm at
the SCC center, we could load the trap at laser powers above 80 μW.
For Doppler cooling of 9Be+, we use the strong 2S1/2(F = 2)→2P3/2
transition at 313 nm. The required laser78 beam enters horizontally
at an angle of 30○ to the trap axis, thus cooling both, axial and radial
modes. Perfect circular polarization would result in a closed cooling
cycle when using a co-linear bias magnetic field, but in the present
experiments, we used the Earth magnetic field to define the quan-
tization axis. Therefore, some population is optically pumped into

FIG. 19. Images of Doppler-cooled 9Be+ ion ensembles confined inside the SCC.
[(a) and (b)] White bar: Scale of 200 μm at the focal plane of the camera. (c) Gaus-
sian fits (magenta) to the projected intensity distribution of a single ion (orange)
with standard deviations σ x̃ = 26.6(7) μm and σ ỹ = 40(2) μm at the camera. Note
the 2 × 2 binning in (b) and (c).
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the F = 1 hyperfine sublevel of the ground state, requiring a sepa-
rate repumper beam detuned by 1.25 GHz from the cooling transi-
tion, with the same polarization and propagation axis as the cooling
laser.

Figure 19 shows the images of Doppler-cooled 9Be+ Coulomb
crystals, magnified M ≈ 10 times as defined by the chosen position of
the 40 K asphere. In these proof-of-principle experiments, the trap
is typically operated with an RF input level of 21 dBm correspond-
ing to RF amplitudes of VRF ≈ 105.6 V at the quadrupole electrodes,
producing ion ensembles, such as those shown in Fig. 19(b). With
axial DC potentials around 1 V, the 9Be+ ions are stored at secular
frequencies of ωz/2π ≃ 209 kHz and ωr/2π ≃ 409 kHz, calibrated by
motional excitation of a single 9Be+ ion confined inside the SCC.
Due to RF power dissipation of some elements, the trap heats up
by ∼1 K at these input levels, which additionally increases RF dis-
sipation as the critical temperature of the Pb sealings at 7.2 K is
approached.79 The corresponding degradation of the loaded quality
factor, estimated to Q ≈ 30 000 at VRF ≈ 200 V and a cavity tem-
perature of 6.4 K, currently limits the radial secular frequencies to
about 730 kHz for 9Be+. Eliminating these RF loss mechanisms will
allow for motional frequencies in the MHz range as required for the
application of QLS.

IX. CONCLUSION
We have introduced and commissioned a novel cryogenic ion

trap employing a superconducting cavity that confines ions within
the RF field of its electric quadrupole mode. Its quality factor around
2.3 × 105 at low RF amplitudes and 3 × 104 at RF voltages required
for ion confinement is one to two orders of magnitude higher
than the values reported for normal80 and superconducting81 step-
up resonators connected to cryogenic Paul traps. It may be fur-
ther increased in the near future as various mechanisms causing
increased RF loss are identified and eliminated, potentially including
trapped magnetic flux82,83 inside the cavity walls, surface contami-
nation, losses inside the RF couplers, locally enhanced RF dissipa-
tion, and dielectric loss. This would lessen RF dissipation and corre-
sponding heat-up of the cavity observed at high RF voltages during
ion-trap operation, which currently reduces the quality factor and
restricts the radial secular frequencies to values below the MHz range
required for QLS. Subject to ongoing investigations, these effects
are unlikely to represent a fundamental limitation of the presented
concept. Proof-of-principle operation showed a large acceptance for
injected HCIs and stable confinement of laser-cooled 9Be+ Coulomb
crystals. The cavity bandpass strongly suppresses white noise from
the RF power supply at the trap electrodes. Spectral components at
the secular frequencies ωi or their sidebands around the trap drive
at Ω ± ωi, both of which can cause motional heating of the ions, are
reduced by a factor of > 104. This should result in extremely small
motional heating rates below the values reported for other cryogenic
Paul trap experiments.40,43,84–86 Such small rates around a few quanta
per second are measured using sideband thermometry,87 requiring
preparation of the ions in their motional ground state. We will in
the near future implement the scheme described in Ref. 43 with a
laser system currently being developed.

Using the recently established techniques for trapping,64 cool-
ing,37,64 and subsequent interrogation of HCIs by QLS,37 this new
apparatus, in combination with the XUV frequency comb,49–51

promises the implementation of XUV frequency metrology based
on HCIs.
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